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About This Game

Meow Wars is a cat themed card battle game with easy to learn mechanics and charming hand drawn characters. Battle your
way through each challenger to reach Commander Catrat and free Claw Mountain from his iron fisted grip. Each stage

introduces a new cat and card ability in a compelling feline filled story. Challenge your friends to a PVP duel or test your
might against a global audience.

MULTIPLAYER
- Challenge your friends to a PVP card battle!

- Select from a cast of 8 characters and 7 arenas.
- Hone your skills by training against our cat bot AI.

STORY MODE
- Extensive training from Lieutenant Luna prepares you for battle.
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- Meet all the cats in their natural habitat and be entertained with cat pun chatter.

FEATURES
- Simple mechanics that are easy to learn - even for novices to the card battle genre.

- 11 languages, including “Meow Meow” cat chatter. Even your cat can play! ��
- 8 wonderfully hand drawn characters brought to life.

- 8 ability cards that bring excitement to battles, introducing strategy and unpredictability.

Developer Notes
This game is available in the following languages:

English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, Meow
Meow (Cat Chatter)
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Title: Meow Wars: Card Battle
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Taco Truck Games
Publisher:
Taco Truck Games
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2018
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Not as quality as the Wakayama Line DLC, a bit lacking scenery if you look away from the tracks and old Kuju assets in quite a
few places, only comes with the KiHa 130 as the only train on the route and there are no lovely voice announcements like on the
Wakayama route.
But overall it's still lovely, with barely any changes in elevation is easy to drive on and is an excellent route to get that japanese
rural diesel railcar feel.. A lot of charming fun. Reminds me of the old Amiga game "Bill's Tomato Game" where you have to
arrange objects to guide the character safely from one side of the screen to the other. But this has multiple characters so can be
far more devilish in it's design.. Pro: Easy to learn game, free to start. music is nice, small download, quick to uninstall

Cons : Generic cards / mobs, nothing visually spectacular (no FX or anything), pay to get anything good, many of the game
mecanics are unbalanced (some are pointless, others are overpowered).

Fun pro-tip : If you do want to play this sh*tfest (and why would you?) and want to win constantly, just have cheap monsters
that makes the other lose spellpower (amount of mana gained per round) upon summoning. If he can't cast anything, he can't
win. It's a cheap way to win thanks to no limitations in mecanics.... Very characterful with an interesting setting.. Charming
game. Would recommend for no more than 3$/2.50€.. I spend a lot of hours of fun to beat this game in my childhood...
20 years later, I still can't beat the game... can you calculate how many hours of fun I have? ; ). I am almost regret spending 70
cents on this game.. Yes Yes - ~Bisun. Enjoy good music? Buy this.
Enjoy really good music? Buy this.
Enjoy really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing great music? Buy this.
Also, go and play \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Nuclear Throne, and test out the music for yourself if you're curious, I don't
wanna spoil anything for ya. I'll say this, however. This was some of the best money I've ever spent, especially on music.
10\/10, 10\/10, 100\/100, best game, best soundtrack.
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The atmosphere is pretty damn dull. The amount/tier of the ships you encounter half the time are not in sync with the music you
play so everything just flashes to the beats to try and convince you that the game is matching your music more than what it
actually is. Many times when I reach an intense section of music, nothing happens on screen but when the music is at it's most
calm is when stronger ships start appearing and it feels ridiculous.

Another thing the developer needs to work on is reducing the stupid eye damaging flashes down to 30% since not everyone is
dumb enough to "embrace the seizures".. play fast as you can do!!. ITs really fun, and great plus anything can happen at the last
second, coming from someone who was first the whole game and the last round ended up in last.. Game rocks, the graphics are
great, the multiplayer is fun and unique, has similar aspects to Counter Strike but draws ideas from other game series. Right now
the game feels like a work in progress but the developers have continued to update the game like crazy, providing optimizations
and many options for the players. Keep an eye on this game for the future, it has huge potential in the game market. There isn't
a set story / single player, but thats to be expected from a multiplayer FPS (if that wasn't obvious). The steampunk setting is
unique and it feels like the devs utilized the Unreal Engine 4 to the maximum extent.

Pros:
graphics are mindblowing
guns are fun to use
maps are creative
lighting was used to the fullest
variety of guns are available
Cons:
resolution slider is broken(??)
no set instructions or easy accessible keybind list
gun sounds sound a tad quiet/low KB ratio
as of 9/24/16 the settings tab is still pretty much broken
not many, if any, players as of now

Verdict:
For an indie developer game, this is absoutely mindblowing. The developers have nailed the map design and the graphics, all
thats left is some bug fixing and possible sound tweaking. 8.5/10, can't wait to see this game in the future! :D. quot;Peace,
Death" is an awesome game!!! It is an arcade simulator with increasing difficulties in which you are the Reaper. I really
recommend it.

First, the graphics are simply amazing. Each character is unique and has been beautifully created, there is art in each one. There
are many different characters, while some represent known people (e.g. Donald Trump or Jack Sparrow), others have been
totally invented for the game. Besides, all can be categorized by themes (e.g. Ancient Egypt, Pirates, Astronauts, etc). Second,
although the controls are very easy and basic, the game is actually really addictive and entertaining. Third, the music and the
sounds are fantastic; they merge perfectly with the game and what you see on the screen. So, taking into account its low price
and what I said before, go and buy this game!!! You will not regret!!!! :P. It's a very fun little game to play.
Really great experience for little money.

Ten out of Ten for the talking hen!. I came here after seeing Jim Sterling's video on this game. Great game for fans who are
craving an NES or SNES style Zelda game, or if you're a fan of the retro 6 and 18 bit style. Some the puzzles are repetitive and
sometimes frustrating. The best parts of this game are the dungeons, and I wish there were more of them. It's pretty clear this
game takes inspiration from the Zelda classics, and is proud of it. Yet, there's enough originality in here to distinguish it from
other similar games. The style is cute and fun. I'm having a great time playing this game overall, and I hope this is the first game
in a series!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTzCOC1VcpE. It is a pretty fun game, the mechanics are simple and it is easy
to play, once u play it you wont stop, the only problem is that the game is a little but old and its almost impossible to find online
players, but if you got friends and some controllers laying around you can play 1v1v1v1 or 2v2
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